**Kian Johnson, friend of Cameron Gosling:** So when he was on his scooter, he would try his hardest to like land the tricks he wanted to do, like he wouldn’t give up easily on them. And then he was just like, he was like, if you felt like sad or like something like that he’d always make you happy or something, he’d always find a way or something.

At first it was like a really nice day and then we decided to go down there. And then it was all nice, then as soon as like that happened it was weird like the weather just turned bad and it just started like proper heavy raining and everything after everything happened.

It’s been weird like, I don’t know like, I don’t know it’s just different like without him here. It’s like a bit horrible and all that. Like it’s like still good crack with all me mates now but like it’s like we wish he was here and all that with us because like he makes life funnier and all that.

I’d tell them not to go in and just like if they are still going to do it just like go in slowly and everything. Get their bodies like used to that like the cold water.